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TRANSFORMATA  GAUSSA-WEIERSTRASSA 
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•  β = 3 oraz κ3= ±1   è  
     χ3(y,t) jest funkcją Airy 
     (Transformata Airy) 
 
•  β = 4 oraz κ4= -1  è    
     χ4(y,t) jest sumą dwóch  
     funkcji hipergeometry- 
     cznych (bi-oscylator) 

WARUNEK: 
 

χβ(x,t) ma odpowiednio 
szybko znikać w ±∞ 
(wiadomo jak ! ). 
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dla 0 < β < 1 , transformatę Laplace’a 
dla  β > 1 ,  transformata  Fourier’a 
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Rozwiązanie  dla  0 < β < 1 

ROZKŁADY  β-STABILNE  (TYPU  LÉVY’EGO) 

WŁASNOŚĆ SKŁADANIA (PÓŁGRUPA):              0 < t1 < t2 
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FUNKCJA  KOHLRAUSCH-WILLIAMS-WATTS  (STRETCHED EXPONENT)  

•  Procesy relaksacyjne, np. fotoluminescencja w Si-NCs 

carriers may escape from nanocrystal to many different
radiative or nonradiative centers), the relaxation func-
tion is given by stretched-exponential (Kohlrausch)
function:
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where !0 is an effective time constant and b is a con-
stant between 0 and 1.
However, in our experiment we do not measure the

relaxation function directly. Instead, we measure the
number of photons NPh emitted in a very short time
period "t after the excitation pulse. Using a delay gate
generator, we sweep the delay between moment of mea-
surement and the excitation pulse, creating the PL
decay curve. Because NPh is directly proportional to the

change of excited emitters number !n = n(t’+"t) - n(t’),
we may define the decay of PL intensity as a negative
time derivative of the relaxation function:
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Equation 3 is in fact a definition of the so called
response function which determines the rate at which
the relaxation function changes. Thus, in our case, the
adequate form of the stretched-exponential function for
PL decay is:
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where C is a constant.

Figure 1 The time-resolved PL measured for samples with various rH (10%, 30% and 50%). The nonsymmetrical emission band shape is
due to the cutoff of PMT detector.

Zatryb et al. Nanoscale Research Letters 2011, 6:106
http://www.nanoscalereslett.com/content/6/1/106
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Si-NCs, with a more pronounced increase of the NC density
and a reduction of the average size than their counterparts of
Figs. 3!a" and 3!b". It could be helpful to recall, at this stage,
that the crystallization of the Si-NCs is not a prerequisite for
an efficient transfer towards the Er ions.8,13 Hence, the
900 °C treatment of the sample obtained with rH!50%
should result in an optimum distribution of the amorphous
Si-NCs for a maximum coupling rate with Er.

Quantitative information was also obtained from the
analyses of the evolution of both excitation and de-excitation
intensities versus the excitation photon flux #. These analy-
ses have allowed the determination of $em

Er , and %exc
eff , by

using the excitation models of Er3" via the Si-NCs9,14,15 on
the basis of rate equations describing the quasiexponential
dynamics behavior of the PL. Typical evolution of the PL
intensity IPL versus # is shown in Fig. 4, while those of both

$on and $dec against # are reproduced in the inset, for the film
obtained with rH!10% and annealed at Ta!1000 °C. IPL
can be expressed as IPL!a#/(1"b#), where a and b are
fitting parameters with b!$em

Er #%exc
eff . The saturation trend of

IPL for high # values can be indicative of the onset of coop-
erative up-conversion phenomenon that starts to occur when
more and more neighboring Er ions are excited. The value of
$em
Er is that extrapolated from the $on and $dec plots for #!0

!supposed to cross at the same $em
Er value", hence enabling the

determination of %exc
eff from b.

By fitting the excitation and the de-excitation curves, $on
and $dec can be deduced, respectively, considering that for
low enough values of the incident photon flux #, $dec should
remain constant and can, therefore, be identified with $em

Er .
By contrast, for low excitation rate, 1/$on varies linearly
against #, according to the expression: 1/$on!1/$em

Er

"%exc
eff #.
The various values of $em

Er and %exc
eff have been conse-

quently obtained for all samples and Fig. 5 compares the
variation of $em

Er versus Ta for all rH values, while Table I
provides the corresponding %exc

eff values. $em
Er shows a system-

atic and general increase with Ta from values between 3.8
and 4.6 ms, for the samples annealed at 700 °C, to values
ranging between 5.5 and 7.2 ms for samples annealed at
1100 °C. Concerning %exc

eff , the values reported in Table I
vary within a factor of four approximately, between 2.6
#10$16 and 1.2#10$15 cm2, and do not show particular
trend neither toward rH nor toward Ta .

IV. DISCUSSION

The evolutions of the 1.54-&m emission of the Er ions
exhibited by Figs. 1 and 2 are clearly dependent on the pro-
cessing conditions that govern the formation, distribution,
density, and size of the Si-NCs which play the role of sensi-
tizers of the rare earth elements. This role is present for all
the samples codoped by both Er ions and Si-NCs and is
evidenced by several indications: !i" the enhancement of the
PL intensity by more than two orders of magnitude with
respect to that from SO doped with only Er ions, in perfect

FIG. 3. HRTEM images annealed at 1100 °C after being deposited with
rH!10% !a" and rH!50% !b". In !c" is reported the HRTEM image of the
sample deposited with rH!50% and annealed at 900 °C.

FIG. 4. Typical variation of the PL intensity at 1.54 &m in function of the
incident photon flux. The inset reproduces the corresponding variation of
both excitation (1/$on) and (1/$dec) rates.

FIG. 5. Some typical evolutions of the lifetime emission vs the annealing
temperature.
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